Statistician (H/F) – Statistician (M/W)

- Mainland Europe
- Luxembourg

GOPA

You will develop and analyse national statistical indicators complying with the European System of Accounts (ESA). In cooperation with the client team, you will participate to data collection and validation. You will also take part to the analysis of the indicators and the preparation of statistical publications.

Your profile:

- Master Degree in economics, statistics or mathematics;
- Good background on national accounting (former work in an EU national statistical institute/ Eurostat, or experience working on National Accounts projects is desirable);
- Good command of standard IT tools (Office especially good knowledge of Excel), database management and knowledge of a statistical software package (STATA and/or SAS and/or SPSS);
- Fluent in English (both speaking and writing). Knowledge of French, German or Luxembourgish is an asset;
- Capacity to work in autonomy;
- Sound drafting capacity.

Please send your application letter and CV to:

GOPA Luxembourg S.à r.l.
8-10 rue Mathias Hardt, L-1717 Luxembourg
Email : amel.hammami@gopa.lu

https://www.statsjobs.com/job/statisticien-hf-statistician-mw/